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Introduction:

random constraint satisfaction problems;



CSPs: Random CSPs (1/18)

Combinatorics and Theoretical Computer Science
Constraint satisfaction problem (CSP): is it possible to assign
values to a set of variables to satisfy a given set of constraints?

Scheduling your appointments for the day

System of linear equations.

Colouring a graph or finding a large independent set.

Satisfying a Boolean formula.

Random CSPs
Our focus is to investigate properties when the constraints are
chosen randomly.
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Combinatorial properties of Random Graphs:

Erdős-Rényi Random Graph: G pn, α{nq with n vertices and
edges with probability α{n (average degree α).

Random α-regular graph: Uniformly chosen from α-regular
graphs on n vertices.

When is there a proper k-colouring?
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CSPs: Worst and average case (3/18)

K-SAT The random K-SAT problem, a model of a random
Boolean formula, is perhaps the canonical random CSP.

Basic Definition:

Variables: x1, . . . , xn P tTRUE,FALSEu ” t+, -u
Constraints: m clauses taking the OR of k variables uniformly
chosen from t+x1, -x1, . . . , +xn, -xnu.
Example: A 3-SAT formula with 4 clauses:

G pxq “ p+x1 OR +x2 OR -x3qAND

clause

p+x3 OR +x4 OR -x5q
AND p-x1 OR -x4 OR +x5qAND p+x2 OR -x3 OR +x4q

Clause density: The K-SAT model is parameterized the problem
by the density of clauses α “ m{n.

Variant NAE-SAT: An assignment x is a solution if both x and
´x are satisfying. It’s regular if every variable is in the same
number of clauses.
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CSPs: CNF as bipartite graph (4/18)

Graphical description: We can encode a K-SAT formula as a
bipartite hyper-graph:

Take a 4-SAT formula with 3 clauses: G pxq “
p+x1 OR +x3 OR -x5 OR -x7qAND p-x1 OR -x2 OR +x5 OR +x6q

AND p-x3 OR +x4 OR -x6 OR +x7q

We can encode the formula as a bipartite graph G ” pV ,F ,E q:

variables V

clauses F

edges Eclause a P F, variable v P V:
blue edge (av) if +xv in clause a

yellow edge (av) if -xv in clause a

(4-SAT: each clause has degree 4)

The resulting random graph is locally tree-like, almost no short
cycles and it’s local distribution can be described completely.
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CSPs: Basic Questions (5/18)

Main Question:

Satisfiability Threshold: For which α are there satisfying
assignments?

Other Question:

Free Energy: How many solutions are there?

Local Statistics: Properties of solutions such as how many
clauses are satisfied only once?

Overlaps: What does the joint distribution of several solutions
look like?

Algorithmic: Can solutions be found efficiently?
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CSPs: Disordered Systems (6/18)

Theoretical Physics
Disordered systems such as spin glasses are models of interacting
particles/variables with frustrated interactions. Many random
constraint satisfaction problems can be recast as dilute mean-field
spin glasses.

heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.

" (s)

s

!s(k)!c(k)

m (!)

1

0.5

0

Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.

10320 " www.pnas.org'cgi'doi'10.1073'pnas.0703685104 Krza̧ka!a et al.

increasing constraint density

One-step Replica Symmetry Breaking Predictions:
Developed to study dense spin-glasses such as the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model.

Replica Symmetry Breaking: Clustering of assignments.

Cavity Method: Heuristic for analyzing adding one variable.
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increasing constraint density

One-step Replica Symmetry Breaking Predictions:
Developed to study dense spin-glasses such as the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model.

Replica Symmetry Breaking: Clustering of assignments.

Cavity Method: Heuristic for analyzing adding one variable.



CSPs: First moment threshold; non-concentration (7/18)

First Moment method on Z ” |tsatisfying assignments of G u|:

EZ “ 2np1´ 1{2k´1qm “ exptn rln 2` α logp1´ 1{2k´1qsu
exponent decreases in α, crosses zero at α1 « 2k´1 ln 2` Op1q

First moment threshold α1 separates EZ Ñ8 ˇ

ˇEZ Ñ 0.

α1 ‰ αsat: At least εn unconstrained variables so
Z ą 0 ñ Z ě 2εn.

Second Moment method:

PrZ ą 0s ě pEZ q
2

ErZ 2s
To be useful, requires always ErZ 2s — pEZ q2.

For NAE-SAT, colourings, second moment method succeeds up to
α2 “ αsat ´ Op1q. Fails, for K-SAT for all α ą 0.
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condensation and replica symmetry breaking
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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from the large k expansion.
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Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian ’08

The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.
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Two solutions are connected if they differ by one bit.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
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"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Krza̧ka la–Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian–Zdeborová ’07

Montanari–Ricci-Tersenghi–Semerjian ’08

The solution space SOL starts out as a well-connected cluster.

After αclust, SOL decomposes into exponentially clusters
–Clustering Achlioptas, Coja-Oghlan ’10

Two uniformly chosen solutions are near independent. —‘RS’

After αcond, SOL is dominated by a few large clusters
Two uniformly chosen solutions may be correlated. —‘RSB’

After αsat, no solutions w.h.p.

RSB: These models are called one step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) because the overlap of two uniformly chosen solutions is
concentrated on two points in the condensation regime.



RSB: Cluster Description (9/18)

Cluster Model: We represent clusters as a new spin system on
V pG q.

Start from x P t+, -uV pG q and explore the cluster C.

If a spin can be flipped between + and - without violating any
clauses it is set to f.

Iterate until done.

Each variable is mapped to a value from t+, -, fu.

This resulting configuration on t+, -, fuV pG q is our definition of a
cluster. It is a spin system satisfying the following conditions:

f are not forced by any clause.

+ and - variables must be forced by at least one clause.

No violated clause.

We call this the cluster model. Let Ωn be the number of
t+, -, fuV pG q configurations. Locally rigid resulting in no clustering.
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RSB: Implementing moment method on clusters (10/18)

Cavity Method: Adding a new vertex v (or clause).

If we know the joint distribution of σui we can:

1 Calculate the law of σv

2 Evaluate the change in the partition function from Zn`1{Zn.

Write logZn “ řn
i“1 logZi{Zi´1.

The Replica Symmetric heuristic assumes that σui are independent
drawn from some law µ.
The 1-RSB heuristic assumes this for the cluster model.
Self-consistency: The law of σv should also be drawn from µ
which means µ must satisfy a fixed point equation.
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1 Calculate the law of σv

2 Evaluate the change in the partition function from Zn`1{Zn.

Write logZn “ řn
i“1 logZi{Zi´1.

The Replica Symmetric heuristic assumes that σui are independent
drawn from some law µ.
The 1-RSB heuristic assumes this for the cluster model.
Self-consistency: The law of σv should also be drawn from µ
which means µ must satisfy a fixed point equation.



RSB: Explicit formula (11/18)

Explicit formula (k ě 3)

Let q be the fixed point of the recursion,

q “
2´ 2p1´2pq{2qk´1

1´pq{2qk´1 qd´1

2´ p1´2pq{2qk´1

1´pq{2qk´1 qd´1

This represents the probability that a variable is frozen to + or - in a
random cluster.

Define

Φpαq “ logp2q ´ logp2´ qq ´ dp1´ k´1
´ d´1

q logr1´ 2pq{2qk´1
s

`pd ´ 1q logr1´ pq{2qk´1
s

Expected change in log Ωn to log Ωn`1.

Then the 1RSB prediction dSAT « 2k´1k log 2` Op1q is the root
of Φpαq “ 0. –Ding, S., Sun ’16
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CSPs: Condensation (12/18)

Condensation
Complexity function Σ ” Σαpsq such that:

EZ “
ÿ

(cluster size)

exptnsu
ˆErnumber of clusters of that sizes

exptnΣpsqu

EZ is dominated by s where Σ1psq ” ´1 (depending on α).

Σ “ 0

Σpsq

s

Cond. UNSAT

in typical picture,
mass is dominated by

few clusters of this size
heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.

" (s)

s

!s(k)!c(k)

m (!)
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0.5

0

Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
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decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).
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of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
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For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
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(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
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The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
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The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
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as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
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only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
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"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. As mentioned above we obtain, for all k ! 4 a value of "d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.

Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k ! 4 in SAT and q ! 4 in coloring, see
below). For " ! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely, "log wn is #(N) with #(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, the measure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.

For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n % xn/&xn, where xn $ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") and m(") ! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).

Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for " ! "c(k) and any
fixed n:

! !
'xi!(

"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n** $ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]

as N3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.

Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality. A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two

approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.

The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.

For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
tree model T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k " 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if " $
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.

The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:

"d)k* %
2k

k # log k,log log k & 'd & O$ log log k
log k % & [6]

ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd & o)1*. [7]

with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on

the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote by Wn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn % Wn/& Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.

The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we

jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.

!d,+ !d !c !s
Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the different phase transitions in the set of solutions of a rCSP. At "d,, some clusters appear, but for "d,, ! " ! "d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! " ! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! " ! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
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Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameter m(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for " %
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
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The 1-RSB prediction:

Satisfiability Threshold

αsat“suptα:sups Σpsqě0u

Condensation Threshold and free energy

αcond “ sup
 

α : sup
s

s ` Σpsq “ sup
s:Σpsqě0

s ` Σpsq(

Φ “ lim
nÑ8

1
n logZ “ supts ` Σpsq : Σpsq ą 0u “ supts : Σpsq ą 0u



CSPs: 1RSB; moment method on clusters (14/18)

Results beyond the condensation threshold:

Condensation Threshold:
Random k-Colourings G(n,p) large k

[Bapst, Coja-Oghlan, Hetterich, Rassmann, Vilenchik]
Regular k-NAESAT large k [S’, Sun, Zhang]
Condensation Regime Free Energy:
Regular k-NAESAT large k [S’, Sun, Zhang]
Satisfiability Threshold:
Regular NAESAT large k [Ding, S’, Sun]
Maximum Independent Set d-Regular, large d [Ding, S’, Sun]
Regular SAT, large k [Coja-Oghlan, Panagiotou]
Random k-SAT, large k [Ding, S’, Sun]
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CSPs: Free Energy (15/18)

Free Energy

Weight clusters by (their sizeqλ

EZ “
ÿ

s
exptnr1 ¨ s ` Σpsqsu, maximized at Σ1psq “ ´1.

E|Ω| “
ÿ

s
exptnr0 ¨ s ` Σpsqsu, maximized at Σ1psq “ 0.

EZλ ”
ÿ

s
exptnrλ ¨ s ` Σpsqsu, maximized at Σ1psq “ ´λ

In fact, 1
n logEZλ is the Legendre transformation of Σpsq.

The moments of Zλ may be computed by adding local weights to
the free variables in the t+, -, fu configurations.
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CSPs: Counting solutions within a cluster (16/18)

Counting solutions within a cluster
We divide the subgraph of f’s into a forest of O(1)-size trees such
that assigning values to one tree does not affect the others.

Every edge encodes the ‘f-tree’ it resides in.

ñ τ P t+, -, fuV pG q Ø σ P tf-treesuEpG q

We can use BP algorithm write the number of solutions on trees as
a product of weights.

Define weight functions Ψv ,Ψa,Ψe accordingly s.t. for each
σ P tf-treesuEpG q

wpσq ”
ź

v

Ψv pσδv q
ź

a

Ψapσδaq
ź

e“pavq

Ψepσpavqq

“
ź

T

(# of ways of assigning f’s. in tree T q

“ (size of cluster)

Then we can define
Zλ ” ř

σ w
λpσq.
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CSPs: Optimization (17/18)

Optimization
We can write

EZλ “
ř

pG ,σq w
λpσq

#G

Then partitioning σ according to its empirical distribution ν,

EZλrνs “
`

n
n 9ν

˘`

αn
αnν̂

˘

`

dn
dnν̄

˘ Ψv
λn 9νΨa

λαnν̂Ψe
λdnν̄

” exptn rΣpνq ` λspνqs`opnqu
” exptnΦλpνq`opnqu

Can find optimal ν‹ by finding fixed points of the Belief
Propagation equations (e.g. Dembo–Montanari–Sun ‘13.)

For regular NAE-SAT and k ě k0, the limit Φpαq exists for
αcondăαăαsat , given by an explicit formula matching the 1-RSB
prediction from statistical physics. S., Sun, Zhang ’16
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CSPs: New Results (18/18)

New Results

Theorem (Nam, S., Sohn 20+) For k ě k0 (absolute constant),
random regular k-NAESAT, WHP the largest and second largest
clusters both have a constant fraction of the set total solutions.
Two uniformly chosen solutions have normalized hamming distance
concentrated on two points.

Requires estimating the partition function up to multiplicative
Op1q factor.

States space of free trees is unbounded.



Thanks!
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